Hyundai sonata window regulator repair kit

So my window regulator broke recently, and I was fairly disappointed with the explanations and
tutorials currently available online, so I made sure to document my journey as I figured out how
to replace mine. I have found that no two window regulators are the same, and replacing them is
a pretty specific process to the car you own. So this will be a detailed explanation of the front,
driver's side regulator for a Hyundai Sonata. If you have a slightly different model or a different
car altogether, chances are some things will be different and you may have to forge ahead
yourself to figure them out. However, hopefully this explanation can be helpful to you, even if
the only thing you take from it is a better understanding of how the regulator works and what
the inside of a car door looks like. With that, lets move on and crack this baby open. This is a
complex job that requires a broad range of tools. I tried to do this project several times, and
each time I started I realized I needed another tool and had to call it quits and try again.
Unfortunately we are at the mercies of the Hyundai engineers, and have to undo what they have
so marvelously put together for us, which means having specific drill bits and socket wrenches.
Additionally, I ended up finally completing the project with my dad, and I'm not sure I could
have done it by myself. There were several moments where we needed 4 hands to get the job
done, so try and find a friend to help you. Additionally, you are going to need a replacement
window regulator duh. I just went in and asked them to look it up. They pulled up the correct
one on their system and luckily had it in stock for me. But those tools will help with other
projects, so I figured this was a good excuse to buy them. ALSO: keep all hardware that you
take off screws, tabs, plastic covers First let me briefly explain the scope of what we are up
against. The regulator is the mechanism in the door that the window is actually attached to. The
window is bolted to little "tabs" that travel up and down a metal track. There is an electric motor
in the door as well, which powers the regulator. It does this by pulling a cable that is attached to
the little tabs. So, when you click the button on your door, the motor starts turning, which pulls
the cable, and causes the tab to move along the track, which lifts or lowers the window. What
goes wrong is when the cable either breaks or slips off its pulley system. In my case I had a
frayed cable, and it caused the whole system to get off track. My motor was not broken or faulty,
but the cable system had failed. This caused my window to fall down and not go back up. I
could grab the window and pull it up, but it would slowly slide back down with each bump in the
road. What I saw online with other types of cars is that you can remove the old regulator system
cable system, track, and pulleys , and simply put in a new one. However, in Hyundai's the
regulator system is permanently attached to the regulator panel, so we have to replace the
whole panel. This means disconnecting everything on the inside of the door and then
re-connecting everything through the new panel. Start with unscrewing the interior panel. There
are 7 Philips head screws. If they have a little plastic cover on them just pop it off. You can also
remove the plastic piece around the door latch after you take out the screw. Next, take off the
tweeter speaker. It is attached with 2 clips, so it just snaps on and off. Use you screwdriver to
pry it off. Start at the top and work your way down. Disconnect the wire from the tweeter. All of
these wire connecters simply snap together. Its just a matter of find the tab and working them
apart. Now, we can pull the panel away from the door. It will still be attached by some wires, but
we have to pull it loose to get at them. Pull the bottom of the panel to start. There are plastic
snaps that come apart very easily, but they are spread out around the back of the panel, so we
have to get them all. The last thing is top of the panel with the weather stripping, which wraps
around the top and sits down in the window. Pull up on the panel to pry it out of there and it
should come free. Now we can see the wires on the inside. There are 4 connections to take
apart. These can be a little tough to disconnect, especially while supporting the panel, but work
at it and you'll get it. After that, the panel should be completely free, you can set it aside. Now
we can see what we're dealing with. The regulator panel is now exposed and we can see all of
the wires and things snaking through and around. We are going to have to disconnect
everything and pull everything through the holes to take out the panel. Then we can reverse it
and put everything back through the new panel. Start with disconnecting the glass from the
regulator. There are two rubber caps in the middle of the panel that will flip down use a
screwdriver to pop them open. Our goal now is to lower the window to the right height so that
the "tabs" come into view through these openings. Once the window is the correct height,
securely tape it in place. Use your socket wrench with either an extension bar or with "deep"
sockets shown in picture to undo the bolts - 10 mm. You don't have to remove these bolts, just
loosen them enough until the window comes free. Once the window is free, tape it securely all
of the way up. You could remove it entirely, but there is no need to. Next we can disconnect the
door handle latch. There is another screw at the base of it to remove. Then, pull the whole
contraption back towards the back of the car and it should pop out. Next we can disconnect the
2 cables. First, unclip the cable from the plastic backing. Next, slide the ends out of their
holdings. Each cable has a metal ball tip. The tips slide into little slots inside the latch. Slide

them out, and remember how they went it. This is actually a lot simpler than I thought it would
be. Way to go Hyundai. Start with the electric motor. The motor is held in with 3 T20 torque
screws. Take those out and then unclip the wire connector. This clip is more substantial and
you will probably need to use a screwdriver to unclip it. You can see in my picture that the
regulator cable is out of place and garbled into the gear system. The wires are taped in place to
plastic clips. Cut the tape with a knife to free the wires, but be careful duh not to cut the wires
accidentally - take your time. Next disconnect the wires from the side mirror. There is another
clip that attaches to the metal to remove as well see pictures. At this point we should have
everything disconnected from the front. The panel is now loose, so you can jostle it around and
probably lift it out of the door, but it is still connected to some wires from behind. There are two
main holes where the wires pass through the panel. The bundle of wires begins at the hinge of
the door and pokes through the hole on the right. From there it separates out to the various
plugs and connectors. One strand of it, however, goes back through the panel, on the left. This
wire connects to the locking mechanism presumably to power the remote lock. However, at this
point there isn't much room to fit your arm back there. And you would essentially be doing it
blind. And this last connection is the most complex one. With all of that going for us, we are
going to have to do a little workaround. Additionally, as we begin to remove the panel from the
door, you will have to work with the rubber pieces. Most of them have ridges to fit around the
metal holes, so you will have to pop them out of the ridges to fit them through the panel. Also
the two door latch cables might get in your way. As we work with the locking mechanism and
are able to pull the panel free, make sure to pull them through their holes in the panel. What we
can do instead is disconnect the locking system from the other side so the whole thing comes
out of the door. Then we can have room and space to disconnect the wire. The good news is
that it is pretty easy to do this. The only bad news is that it takes a bit longer with more moving
pieces. Pop off the plastic cover on the end of the door with a screwdriver. Inside you will see
another bolt, but guess what - this time its an 8 mm bolt! Give your friend a high-five for
Hyundai's consistency. My "deep" socket was long enough to reach in there, but if you drop the
bolt, it will fall into the door cavity and is a beast to get out. This happened to me actually as I
was re-installing it and we eventually got it out, but best of luck to you if you drop it. Maybe a
magnet would be the best option to retrieve it. Anyways, usually bolts will stay inside the socket
once they are completely free, and you can lift the whole thing out. Once that is done, you can
literally pull the lock out of the door. Then take the door handle off. Pull the handle back
towards the rear of the car and it pop off. The handle is super easy to take out, but much harder
to put back in - I'll explain the re-install in detail later. There are plastic pieces where the handle
was, and there is a screw underneath one of them - take that bad boy out. Next, undo the 3
screws on the edge of the door with a T30 torque bit give another consistency high-five to your
friend. At this point, the locking system on the inside of the door should be loose, and you can
pull the regulator panel out from the door. There are several plastic parts near the lock, along
with a strange piece attached to the actual regulator panel, so be mindful of what's going on
there. Lift up as you do this to clear the panel from the bottom edge of the door. Now you can
access the final wire connection. This connection has a metal clip keeping it in place. Pop it off
and disconnect the wires. Now the panel is completely free from the door and all that's left is to
pull the wires out through the holes. Be careful with the rubber pieces and work the whole
string out. This is the most annoying step in my opinion. But unfortunately the speaker is
riveted into the regulator panel. This means we have to hack something together to figure out
how to break it off the old panel, as well as figure out how to attach it to the new panel. There
are several ways to remove a rivet, but all we had was a drill, so we just drilled them out. What
worked for us was to get a larger drill bit and completely take off the top of the rivet. Don't worry
so much about drilling down into the shaft. The speaker came right off once we removed all of
the rivet heads. Watch out your drill doesn't slip and mess up the plastic piece the rivets pass
through. We need that piece and those holes to re-attach the speaker to the new panel. Unless
you have some fresh rivets laying around, the easiest thing seems to be to screw the speaker to
the new panel. We have a junk drawer of old, unused screws from past projects, so we were
able to scrape together some small screws which did the trick. Once you have replaced the
speaker, it's just a matter of reversing everything we have done so far. Begin by placing the
locking mechanism that we re-attached to the wire connection back into the door and screwing
into place. Make sure the plastic part is in the correct position, as you can see in the picture
there is a little tab that slides over the metal of the door. The handle won't go in if this piece isn't
in correctly. Screw the 3 torque screws back on too. The mechanism should be firmly in place
now. Now, we need to slide the handle back into position. However, this is tricky because it
needs to grab the correct lever on the inside of the door. By peering in through the holes you
can see the little lever. It's on a spring, so it's stuck in the "up" position. The handle has a tab

that will grab the lever. If you reach a screwdriver in, you can pull the lever back into the "down"
position. However, the trick is keeping it in the "down" position while you insert the handle. I
don't have a great picture of this part, but I will try to explain how we did this. I looked into the
circular hole on the edge of the door that had a plastic cover on it. I looked above the lever and
saw that when we pulled the lever, a piece on the top of the whole locking mechanism moved
too - attached to the other end of the spring coil. I stuck my screwdriver in and jammed it
against that other piece. This "locked' the spring in the "down" position, while leaving the lever
clear of screwdrivers. My dad was able to insert the handle around the lever and snap it back
into place. This is the place that I dropped it into the door. Since you still haven't bolted the
regulator panel on, you can reach your hand into the door as extra security and try to catch it if
it falls. You have just taken your whole door apart and put the entire thing back together. I don't
consider myself a car person, so I was very happy that I was able to figure out this project.
There are other videos and forums online that have more pictures and explanations that might
be helpful to you. I did a lot of research and watched as many videos as I could, but there was
nothing out there for my specific model of car that showed the entire process start to finish.
Hopefully this Instructable can help you believe in yourself to take on a car project and save a
chunk of change in the process. Question 1 year ago on Step Answer 1 year ago. Had the same
problem. No way to lift it if the cable is jammed. Remove the speaker by drilling out the rivets
regulator panel of course is still on the door and this will give you access to the right hand
clamp bolt 10mm. You will have to use a box wrench to reach and loosen the clamp. Now to the
left side, sight the left window clamp from the top by carefully pulling back the regulator panel
from the door and mark. Punch and use a drill to open an access hole so you can reach the left
clamp bolt with a socket. I used a carbide hole saw to quickly create an access hole. Once
loose, you can manually slide the window up and duct tape in the up position. Proceed from
there after you pet the cat! Question 1 year ago on Step 7. I was fortunate enough to fit my hand
in between the door and the panel to disconnect the harness. It takes a little juggling and
dexterity but it can be done and it saved me time putting it back together. You did great
explaining it. Very much appreciated!!! Nice tutorial. I was struggling to find material to tell me
how to do this and I found your article. Great Job! Note from my experience: with regards to
replacing the door handle, I did not need two people, nor did I need to pry the spring loaded
lever down while putting the handle in. I just fit the handle in and then slid the entire handle
toward the FRONT of the door toward the engine and the design of the handle naturally grabbed
the ball-tipped, spring lever that you were describing in Step Either your handle was different, or
you made it more difficult than it was designed to be. After sliding the handle forward, I replaced
the bolt in the lock mechanism and was done. Also,on my new regulator the holes for the wire
holders were round, not oval, like the original, so the plastic wire holders that the wires were
taped to could not be used. I had to improvise and screw a picture hanger thing with a small
loop through the hole. From that hole I was able to run small zip ties through it to secure the
wires again. That caught me off guard but I was able to work around it. Thanks again. If you
have a Fiat Panda you might find interesting having a look on this video "Power window
regulator replace in Fiat Panda 1. By davidbetz Follow. More by the author:. About: Hi, I'm
David, and I'm passionate about making, improving efficiency, and creating sustainability. The
car door has 3 main parts: The interior plastic panel - with the buttons, handle, and arm rest The
exterior metal - the actually body of the car The regulator panel - this sits in between the first
two, on the inside of the door The regulator system sits BEHIND the regulator panel in between
the regulator panel and the exterior of the door. Ok so lets actually start taking things apart!
Now we have 2 loose cables. We will work with them later. Now we can disconnect the rest of
the items on the front of the panel. Finally, undo the bolts around the edge of the panel - 10 mm.
You have successfully taken out the old regulator! Pet the cat to celebrate. This was the
toughest part of the project. It definitely took 2 people to accomplish. Good luck! Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! JohnG Question 1 year ago on Step Answer Upvote.
Mymolly1 JohnG Answer 1 year ago. Reply Upvote. MichaelPowell Question 1 year ago on Step
7. Is step 8 necessary for the passenger side front? It has no key lock on the outside. Wxman 2
years ago on Step 7. Wxman 2 years ago on Introduction. ChrisS 2 years ago on Step
CrazySurvivalSt 2 years ago on Step Swansong 3 years ago. Be the first to write a review.
Please visit our store and see other products!!! We wish you the best. Thank you. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in
new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money

Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information brossautoparts Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending
on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit
eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated
delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code,
destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and
receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing
this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close
this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item
- opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. Bross Auto Parts brossautoparts We have many different products for different type
of cars. There may be some delays caused by the customs, and check the latest information
about your country's import duties, taxes, or any other customs fees. During the holidays,
delivery can be longer, please kindly be patient. Please feel free to contact us about any
question or problem. We will do our best to provide a good customer service and to solve the
problems. Remember; only communication solves the problems. If you have any problem about
our products, please contact, we can send again or refund your money back. Please share your
comment and pictures about this order. Business seller information. Contact details. Return
policy. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Free shipping on all eligible items from brossautoparts, when you use the cart to make your
purchase. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 27 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling
time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Payment details. Payment methods.
Feedback on brossautoparts from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Package Quantity:. Standard International Shipping. Economy
International Shipping. Be the first to write a review. Please visit our store and see other
products!!! We wish you the best. Thank you. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact
the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast
shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information brossautoparts-group Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Limited quantity remaining. May not
ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item
location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For

additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save
with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get
the additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these
items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window
or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Bross Auto Parts
Group brossautoparts-group Search within store. Items On Sale. Window Regulator Repair Kits.
Window Regulator Repair Parts. Door Parts. Sunroof Products. We have many different
products for different type of cars. There may be some delays caused by the customs, and
check the latest information about your country's import duties, taxes, or any other customs
fees. During the holidays, delivery can be longer, please kindly be patient. Please feel free to
contact us about any question or problem. We will do our best to provide a good customer
service and to solve the problems. Remember; only communication solves the problems. If you
have any problem about our products, please contact, we can send again or refund your money
back. Please share your comment and pictures about this order. Business seller information.
Contact details. Return policy. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping
method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Bross Auto
Parts. Package Quantity:. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The window regulator typically has over a dozen components
that help it move up or down in a very specific fashion throughout the entire raising or lowering
of your windows. These components all work together in two unique assemblies: the scissor
style window regulator and the cable operated window regulator. There are scissor-style
window regulators that operate like a giant pair of scissors inside your door. You can look at a
scissor style regulator as having several thick pieces of steel that keep the window in place.
Cable-operated window regulators use a near vertical cable to help the window get into the right
position. But it is also more susceptible towards breaking due to the increased stress that the
pulley and cable must harness to raise and lower your window. In most cases, a cable operated
window regulator is composed of one thick piece of metal with a pulley and wire attached to it -along with a more compact motor. The electric motor is designed to withstand a certain number
of raises and lowerings of your window. While the regulator helps hold the window in place, the
motor provides the force needed to make the window stay exactly where you like. A window
regulator assembly is composed of two components: a motor and a regulator. These
components when replaced typically require you to deal with the removal of your door panel,
clips, and in certain cases, even the removal of rivets and the specific removal of multiple
related components. A window regulator assembly is usually a complicated piece of equipment
that can require specialized tools and a lot of patience -- work best left to a professional
mechanic. Once a window regulator stops working completely, it rarely starts working again
unless you have other issues that can be identified by a mechanical inspection. You should
have it inspected by a professional mechanic who can test the multiple components that
provide the power needed to make the window and regulator assembly work properly. If your
window is going down ever more slowly, stopping, or needs several presses of the power
window button to close, chances are your motor is wearing out. The window regulator assembly
can also get off track or completely detach from the window. A properly operating window
motor and regulator allow you, your passengers, and your car's interior to remain dry and safe.
Sometimes a window regulator will stop working entirely without the window being fully closed.

So of course, getting this service done sooner is better than waiting for an outright failure to
occur.. The interiors and power features of your vehicle can also get damaged due to one heavy
rainfall that can happen when you least suspect it. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: A window regulator assembly is composed of two
components: a motor and a regulator. How it's done: The inside door panel is removed The
electrical connection is disconnected and motor removed The window regulator is replaced The
window motor is reinstalled The inside door panel is reinstalled and the window is tested. How
important is this service? Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Hyundai Jobs. Auto service in
Your City. Meet some of our expert Hyundai mechanics Real customer reviews from Hyundai
owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Robert 14 years of experience. Request
Robert. Robert was great arrived early and did great work. Derrick 20 years of experience.
Request Derrick. Sonata - Smoke from engine or exhaust - Brooklyn, NY. He arrived on time
actually early great experience great knowledge much appreciated. Ben 10 years of experience.
Request Ben. Ben is awesome and took his time to cover everything. Will book again. Jordan 7
years of experience. Request Jordan. How can we help? Read FAQ. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Hyundai Sonata Window
Regulator. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Window Regulator part. Returns Policy.
Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Shop Hyundai Sonata Window Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of
59 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RBH Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Nu
scion tc passenger window not working
2001 mitsubishi galant oil
2004 chevy cavalier starter
mber: RH Part Number: H Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of 59 results. Jan 18, Works and fits. Item
fits and works as intended. Only gets 4 stars because the motor operates opposite of the
original. Down is now up and up is now down. Annoying but works. Zachary Frey. Purchased on
Jul 18, Dec 18, Great part at a great price! John Simmons Jr. Purchased on Dec 07, Aug 10,
Dann Dougal. Purchased on Jul 20, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. A window
regulator is the device that raises and lowers car window glass. Window Regulator
Replacement:. What are the Parts of a Car Door? The doors of your vehicle contain a lot of
important parts like windows and handles. Your car door is also where some controls and
electronic switches are located. Fortunately, on most vehicles, power window repair is relatively
affordable and straightforward. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

